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Introduction

What started out as a long form journalistic project launched in the August 2019 issue of

The New York Times Magazine (NYT Magazine) would soon become a key political and

educational argument depending on one’s political and or /moral ideology regarding the

reclamation or “rewriting” of an authentic American history. Journalist and academic Nikole

Hannah-Jones, a Black female journalist, had worked in local newsrooms across The United

States covering topics focusing on the systems that oppress marginalized people including

housing, education, health care and government. Hannah-Jones’ career led her to become a

staff reporter in 2015  for The New York Times where she was able to focus more intently on

topics she enjoyed covering like racial segregation and education. In 2019 the magazine

launched The 1619 Project to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the first Afican slaves

brought to Virginia. In a special issue of the magazine Hannah-Jones’ and several other Black

writers, scholars, poets, and photographers contributed essays and other work aiming to

reframe American history by centering the contributions of Black Americans and the

consequences of chattel slavery in our national narrative (influence Watch, 2022).

Soon after the first publishing in the NYT Magazine the cultural conversation was one

that praised Hannah-Jones’ for her historical and journalistic contribution that highlighted a

much needed intervention while others saw it as inaccurate and defamatory to our founding

fathers and American history. Historians argued her specific historical assertions were simply

wrong, right-wing news hosts and pundits discussed use of the book in schools and the risk of

“indoctrination”, trolls on social media echoed these sentiments all aimed at Hannah-Jones. She

was defended by her editor for the project's accuracy, edits were made to the original text to
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qualm backlash and yet 3 years later it is still being brought up by right-wing news hosts and

conservative politicians. This begs the question: has any journalistic work caused more

backlash and celebration than Nikole Hannah-Jones’ The 1619 Project?

Hannah-Jones’ endured the backlash, was nominated and won the Pulitzer Prize for

commentary in 2020 with her essay cited for its power as it centered the exploitation of Black

Americans enslavement at the core of America’s founding and history. Even after receiving an

outstanding accomplishment she still underwent an unwarranted amount of backlash from

conservative groups which ended up influencing the decision of The Board of Trustees at alma

mater The University of North Carolina: Chapel Hill as they weighed giving her tenure. The

trustees were engaged in a weeks long debate regarding whether or not to grant the Pulitzer

prize winning journalist this promotion as she intended to potentially join the Hussman School of

Journalism and Media as the Knight Chair in Race and Investigative Journalism. The trustees

lack of movement regarding tenure caused outrage within the faculty and student body with

protests breaking out in support of Hannah-Jones. The trustees relented and offered her tenure

only for Hannah-Jones’ to refuse and take a tenured position at the Historically Black College

Howard University instead. In the last year her work has continued to be the subject of many

conservative talking points regarding the notion of “wokeness” in education, The 1619 Project

was even brought up by Republican Senators during the March 2022 confirmation hearings of

the first Black woman Supreme Court Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson as a way to paint Jackson

as someone wanting to push a liberal agenda.

Her journalistic and academic journeys are a testament to her dedication to the project

and her writing which she explicitly says “aims to expose systematic and institutional racism” in

the United States enacted through law.  Hannah-Jones’ sits in a particularly vulnerable place as

a Black woman writer working ro reframe the national narrative regarding Black Americans and

their contributions to the country because of her race and sex. These aspects of her identity

cannot simply be ignored because they are the reason why she has had to endure so much
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criticism in the first place. Racism and sexism are at the core of American social contracts and is

incorporated into public policy which has led to a historical record of women, especially Black

women who were chastised, surveilled, and now with the advent of new technology– trolled and

threatened with violence on social media simply for the way the oral and rhetorical skills they

use help them to subvert their oppressive state (Influence Watch, 2022).

In this paper I plan to argue that in the tradition of past Black female rhetoricians and

Black feminist theorists Hannah-Jones’ uses rhetorical practices on social media sites like

Twitter,  as a way to talk back (hooks, 1989) to those who express distaste for herself and her

work. These rhetorical and mediated practices allow Hannah-Jones’ to move to expose the

ironic nature of American history and media. I aim to expose the ways in which she pushes back

against criticism and institutional racism through incorporating historical rhetorical tactics used

by Black female rhetoricians before her. I’ll show how her Twitter platform enables her to

educate and inform while advocating as an activist. Hannah-Jones’ tweets and page represent a

potential possibility model (Bailey, Misogynoir Transformed) for future women of color journalists

and writers who have to navigate the “tightrope of perfection” (Carey, 2018) through digital

alchemy.

RQ: What mediated practices does Black female journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones’ use to

navigate misogynoir and the backlash on Twitter?

Literature Review

Black Feminist Theory

In this work I plan to use the theoretical lens of Black feminist theory to engage in

analysis of Jone’s socially mediated behavior. In this tradition I’ll be using the work of Patricia

Hill Collins to explain the notions of self definition which is a concept Collins created to

describes as a process Black women enlist as a way to journey from an internalized oppression

to the “free mind.” By “free mind” Collins emphasizes the idea that Black women in American

come to understand themselves and their unique position in US society; they employ agency
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that allows them to name their own reality.  This concept is relevant to Jone’s work in that she

exemplifies the essence of self determination as a self-made small-town journalist who

transformed into a Pulitzer Prize winning author and academic who uses her writing in order to

enact systemic and institutional change. Hannah-Jones’ of (Black Feminist Thought, 1990).

In part 3 of Collins book she emphasizes how there is power in becoming a self-defined

Black woman and that this transformation can be a source of empowerment that is passed

along to the Black diaspora and generational lines. In this instance Collins invokes the thoughts

of many Black rhetorical scholars who have researched emphasized the idea that Black women

should pass on this tradition to their sisters, daughters, granddaughters, aunts in order to keep

this line of knowledge making and thinking alive. In the same chapter Collins discusses

“controlling images” or the concept that US society created negative archetypes of Black women

rooted in chattel slavery and minstrelsy. Images like the Mammy, Jezebel, Sapphire or Welfare

Queen have been circulated through American politics and media as a way to inform opinions of

the marginalized group and to keep Black women’s view of themselves as limited. There are

consequences for everyday Black women and girls who encounter these images and with the

advent of technology including social media photos and videos with stereotypical depictions of

Black women and girls are circulated at a higher rate than ever before. Self-definition, the notion

of “passing down” rhetorical skills are liberatory ways Black women can subvert and transform

these negative depictions of their womanhood (Collins, 1990). This concept is important to

understanding how Hannah-Jones’ followse in the tradition of many Black feminist theorists who

use their work to transform the negative images society circulates of Black women.

Bell hooks’ theory of talking back is at the core of my analysis of Hannah-Jones’

interactions when mitigating comments on social media. In the tradition of Black feminist though

hooks introduces her book to the reader by explaining her own personal story when it came to

talking back. Through essays, hooks recounts different instances in her childhood when she

was taught by elders that “talking back” was not right for a Black girl or woman to do in the
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presence of authority. Hooks defines “talking back” as “speaking as an equal to an authority

figure” while she also emphasizes how society valorizes silence as “the right speech” to use

because it does not challenge the current social hierarchy. In this essay she is able to reclaim

her Black girlhood through talking back as a  self-defined Black woman (Collins, 1990). Hooks

highlights how Black boys do not face the same expectations from their community and society

but that Black girls who “talk back” could bring trouble in the form of ostracization or violence.

Even though this concept can be dangerous it is explained as part of hooks’ journey to

self-definition as she is able to use it as a form of resistance to the status quo that paints Black

women women and girls with a complete lack of agency, (Talking Back, 1989).

Black Female Rhetorical Studies

Black women rhetoricians and orators have been at the forefront of talking back (hooks,

1989) and transforming the negative depictions of Black women proliferated by American

society since Sojourner Truth’s “I Ain’t A Woman” speech from the 1850 Women’s Convention.

In this speech Truth emphasizes that notion that in American society she is not viewed as a

woman in the same way white women were depicted. She highlights the fact that Black women

have been treated like men because they were forced to complete physical labor as well as

used for their reproductive labor as it fuelled the US economy during chattel slavery. Black

rhetorical scholar Elaine Richardson uses Truth’s story to show how Black women have special

knowledge and use literacy to counteract the aspects of their lives that seem essentialized (To

Protect and Serve, 2002).

The notion that Black women have a unique knowledge making along with a rich history

of resisting the messages and media that work to delimit their experiences is integral to my

analysis. Hannah-Jones’ uses rhetorical strategies like talking back, signifyin’ and other forms of

African American Women’s English to mitigate the comments being hurled at her from

conservative news outlets, pundits and right-wing trolls. Her use of these practices is in the

tradition of her foremothers in journalism like Ida B. Wells, Mary Ann Shadd Cary, Alice
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Dunbar-Nelson, Lillian Thomas Scott and many others indicate how she is using Black women’s

rhetorical skills to subvert the white gaze and resist societal pressure to be a specific Black

woman– one that is silent and goes along with the existing social hierarchy.

Much like the Black female orators and rhetoricians before her Hannah-Jones’ uses what

Black Rhetorical Scholar Royster calls a “multiplicity of voice” (Traces of A Stream) in order to

educate, inform those outside of her community and inspire and empower those within the

ingroup. She also traces the rhetorical practices of prominent Black female rhetoricians from the

nineteenth century who gained empowerment through their literacy practices. Black female

rhetoricians like Ida B Wells have used powerful rhetorical tools like the essay and “multiplicity

of voices” in order to enact social change. (“Traces of A Stream,” 2000).

Black Women and Surveillance

In Browne’s piece she discusses the history of surveillance and policing of Black bodies

in America. The author traces this branding as it is rooted in the violent marketing of enslaved

Africans on the auction blocks. She argues that “lantern laws” and “Book of Negroes” illustrate

how tracking African-Americans as property can inform society about policing today. She goes

on to highlight narratives of Captains and slave owners who made biological assumptions about

African-Americans rendering them agentless commodities, these negative tropes live on today

in the media. Browne emphasizes that as branding occurred on slave ships, these vessels were

also sites of resistance especially from African women who employed various tactics to avoid

giving birth to a white masters child. In all, Browne argues this biometric branding can inform us

about the present fascination with policing, surveilling African-Americans (2015).

In Carey’s 2018 article “Tightrope of Perfection” she explores the way former MSNBC

host Melissa Harris-Perry navigated backlash after a segment from her show “Nerdland” went

viral in 2013. The segment included Harris-Perry, Black feminist Pia Glenn and journalist,

comedian and lawyer Dean Obeidallah as they discussed the most memorable moment of

2013, Harris-Perry shows a photo of Republican Senator Mitt Romney and his grandchildren.
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The hosts discussed the irony of Sen. Romney is holding a long Black grandchild while he votes

for conservative policies that may harm this child in the future. They make jokes about the baby

and are met with criticism on social media almost immediately, Glenn and Harris-Perry are

trolled by angry viewers, right-wing incels and public-interest groups. Finally Harris-Perry makes

a public apology on her show, then on social media, she then goes on hiatus only to have her

show canceled by the network who hurled misogynistic and racist comments at them. She was

met with criticism in her private life as well as she encountered an angry viewer while out at a

bar during an academic event, she realized that her safety was more important than trying to

translate to the public the use of Black vernacular in her show along with the fact that she wasn’t

making fun of the child as she was a lone woman of color in a white morman family growing up.

She is held to what Carey describes as a “tighrope of perfection” and is historically held to a

higher standard because of her sex and race. Obeidallah, the lone male in the segment was

able to write about the backlash and navigate criticism easily, emphasizing the nuanced nature

of being an outspoken woman of color vs being a man of color in the public eye (2018).

Misogynoir and Black Women’s Social Media Activism

In Bailey’s book Misogynoir Transformed: Black Women’s Digital Resistance, she

discusses the nuanced nature of being a Black woman in America. Throughout her book she

discusses her term misogynoir which is defined as the anti-Black hatred and misogyny directed

at Black women in visual and digital culture. This violence is imparted on Black women and girls

as Bailey explores the ways this marginalized group is policed and harrassed by the public. She

also discusses the activist response to misogynoir online and in the media highlighting case

studies that reveal the resistive nature of Black women and allies on social media, talking back

(hooks) to those who devalue their very existence. (2021)

In this text Brock discusses the evolution of the popular social media site Twitter

becoming a forum for Black users and that these users uniquely engage with one another on

this platform. He approaches the platform from two perspectives through analyzing the interface
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and aesthetics of the platform as well as using critical discourse analysis to look at online

discussions. Brock uses critical race theory, critical technocultural theory to discuss how

marginalized groups like black users online and how mainstream users engage with the

platform and articulate it as a “racial artifact.” Brock argues that Twitter plays a role in mediating

cultural performances and also how they are understood (2012).

In Sarah Florini’s 2014 piece she traces the early days of Black Twitter and outlines the

ways that Black Women continue to create digital enclaves. Florini highlights that these users

perform their culture on the platform through their discourse and production practices. She first

breaks down the infrastructure of Twitter and how Black people interact with it examining the

Black rhetorical practices employed by women on these platforms. She examines the Black

American cultural tradition of “Signifyin’” an African-Ameriican vernacular and how it is linked to

racial identity formation online. Florini explores and defines Black Twitter and argues the

platform is used by Black Americans more than other ethnic group.  She emphasizes that there

Black Twitter is not a monolithic force as there are nuanced identities involved with Black

personhood. Florini then defines and traces the links to “signifyin’” and its importance to Black

Oral tradition through examining Tweets from 2009 on Black Twitter she found signifyin’ offered

a site of resistance and allowed for double-voiced communication and encoded communication

within the community (2014).

Method

I intend to use a discourse analysis to examine the nature of Nikole Hannah-Jones

Twitter. Her official account is run by her and it is a site of feminist theory and resistance as she

uses it to talk back to backlash aimed at her person and her book The 1619 Project. I plan to

use a critical discourse analysis of her tweets paying close attention to who she is responding

to, why and the tone of her comments. Black feminist theory will be used in order to trace the

moments that Hannah-Jones’ employs this activism through her speech as she is in a unique

position of power and surveillance as an outspoke Black female journalist.
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Twitter as a platform allows users to post in a journal or diary form limited to 280

characters. She uses photos, videos, gifs, her own speech and shares articles as a means of

defending herself, her work and exposing the ways institutional racism impacts marginalized

groups. I gathered 4 tweets and comments located under the tweet posted by Jone’s ranging

from January 2022 to April 2022 all revolving around her work as a journalist, criticisms of The

1619 Project or highlighting the ironic nature of the far-right news media. Through this analysis I

hope to expose the ways in which Hannah-Jones’ navigates the tightrope of perfection as a

woman of color while engaging in what I see as Black feminist activism on social media.

Analysis

The first tweet I examined was tweeted by Hannah-Jones’ account ironically named “Ida

Bae Wells’” (Bae = African-American vernacular, before anyone else) referencing prominent

nineteenth century journalist, activist Ida B. Wells on March 21, 2022. This week was an

important one in American history as Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson was being considered to be

nominated as the first Black female judge to sit on the Supreme Court. She faced questions

from senators on both sides of the isle and experienced a unique form of misogynoir (Bailey,
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2021) when Republican Senators addressed her they frequently questioned her fitness, race

and exaggerated her judicial record. Hannah-Jones recounted the ways her work continues to

be invoked on a national stage as noted in Hannah-Jones’ tweet above.

In this instance she is using her platform as a prominent Black female journalist to inform

the public about the hearings and points out the ways that her work has been continually. She

follows up in her comments and posts the 34 second viral clip of Georgia Republican Senator

Blackburn questioning Judge Jackson about critical race theory. Hannah-Jones’ doesn’t

accompany the video with any text illustrating how silence is used as a resistive act in Black

feminist rheotical tradition (Florini, Richardson).  Her twitter enclave is evident in the comments

as various accounts reaffirm her position with one user tweeting “Some people are hell bent on

creating a divide. Justice Correspondent Elie Mystal commented:

These comments show how Hannah-Jones’ has fostered her own community on her

page that is indicative of what Brock would consider “Black Twitter.” Her followers are mostly

African-American and much like prominent Black female journalists before her like Ida B Wells,

she is able to speak in a “multiplicity of voices” across demographics to inform those outside of

the in-group and foster community with one's own community (Royster, 2000).
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In a follow-up tweet on March 23, 2022, Hannah-Jones’ quotes her own comment from a

month before discussing the “racial caste in America:

Her thread exposes the nuances of being a Black person in America and she goes on to

describe her experience with criticism emphasizing her push to keep writing regardless of the

hate. In this moment Hannah-Jones defends herself and invokes self-imposed digital alchemy

aimed at resisting the pull to adhere to respectability politics as a Black woman (Bailey, 2021).

Her use of narrative form in order to expose her life experience is indicative of Black feminist

and Black female rhetorical traditions that highlight the power of this communicative strategy

(Collins, Royster).

She states “People can disagree with my work, people can disagree with me. But the

need to pretend Black success was given and not earned in a society where Black people are

underrepresented in every measure of well-being, in every well-paying white collar job speaks to
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racial caste.” Although she tries to distance herself from this hierarchy she inevitably is an active

member in challenging this caste system as she points out how institutional racism impacts

every aspect of Black everyday life. I feel she inadvertently offers a possibility model (Bailey,

2021) which is an example of someone who reveals a way of being human in the world for

others. Through tweets where she talks back (hooks, 1989) she inspires future Black female

journalists encouraging them that they can safely focus on larger issues to enact resistance and

societal change in their everyday lives.

In the following 2 tweets, Hannah-Jones’ exposes the ironic nature of the right-wing

conservative news media. She illustrates this through sharing news stories from news sources

as well as commenting and replying to the hypocritical, ignorant nature of this specific media

personalities the reinforce institutional racism and misogyny:

This tweet shared about former NYC Mayor and Trump henchman Rudy Giuliani is from

an alternative progressive news website and tabloid. Hannah-Jones’ shared this without

comment and accepted the headline of the article as her own commentary. This speaks to the
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rhetorical tactics she uses in order to shield herself from criticism while encouraging readers to

engage with the article critically. This case highlights various aspects of Hannah-Jones’

pushback against backlash as she is consistently surveilled by the political media and political

actors because of her powerful essay in The 1619 Project. Along with the fear of it being

integrated into US education policy, Hannah-Jones’ faces misogynoir that is unique to her

position as an outspoken Black female journalist (Bailey, 2021; Browne, 2015). Historically the

essay was used by Black female rhetoricians to recover past narratives, explain Black life

experiences and educate across communities (Royster, 2000). Her essay in The Project

emphasizes centering Black people in the narrative of America’s founding and calls attention to

the ways in which Black Americans exploitation is at the foundation of the nation’s founding.

Giuliani, represents the white supremacist patriarchal society Collins deems responsible for

proliferating negative images of Black women in the media along with policing their every move

(1990). Essentially, Hannah-Jones’ and commenters talk back to this authority through their

discourse and spotlighting this story (hooks, 1989).
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These comments specifically the photos and statements from Black users show how she has

fostered a media enclave on her page. These commenters understand Hannah-Jones’ ethos

and contribute to the discussion by adding their own personal interpretation of events and

signifyin (Florini, 2014) back at Hannah-Jones’ through use of Black vernacular and invoking

shared knowledge– they too follow in the tradition of Black rhetorical studies. Signifyin’ is used

as a way to reaffirm her implicit stance and also as a way to inform, educate and form an online

identity as an anti-racist entity.  I argue that Hannah-Jones’ employs a Black feminist

consciousness on her page that is at times implicit but exceedingly powerful as she engages in

resistive rhetorical acts that invoke response from her audience whether good or bad.

The final tweet I examined was posted during another historical week when a leak from

the Supreme Court exposed a draft from the conservative majority outlining a plan to ban a

woman’s right to control her reproductive health. The news media and kitchen tables were

inundated with politicians, pundits, activists, interests groups and everyday people from different
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ends of the political spectrum discussing their outrage or celebration over the precariousness of

what was once considered “law of the land.” Hannah-Jones’ reposted this article from Politico

(2022) in response to the news:

She follows up the thread with two more tweets:
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Hannah-Jones’ takes on the important work of educating the public on the root cause of

the national debate about reproductive health in America. Like the Black female rhetoricians

before her she places herself in danger as she is an outspoken woman reporting on a contested

politicized topic. Wells used the essay in order to inform those ignorant about the horrors of

lynching durign Jim Crow America and Hannah-Jones’ uses her essays in The Project as well

as her platform on Twitter to talk back to essential assumptions revolving around the abortion

debate (Royster, 2000).

She shines a spotlight on the racialized nature of this potential future ruling emphasizing

the role of the religious right and racism play in overturning this precedent. In this moment she

invokes Black feminist consciousness that exposes the unique knowledge-sharing and making

Black women inherit as a means of becoming self-defined. This specific knowledge is unique to

Black women as it is ignored yet used as a tactic in the daily lives of this marginalized group

(Royster, 2000; Richardson).

Her assertion that this crusade is connected to the religious right’s motive to “protect

segregated schools” points to the shared knowledge among the Black community that there has

been a fear revolving around Black pupils intermingling and potentially pro-creating with White

students. This fear is communicated through storytelling, as Emmett Till and countless other

unarmed Black children and men face violence and even murder for simply looking at a white

woman (Richardson). Many of these cases have been proven to be exaggerated or falsified by

the victimized white women yet this did not stop white men from taking matters of policing into

their own hands. Once again, Hannah-Jones’ is making connections to Wells’ journalistic work

of exposing the horrors of Jim Crow as she emphasizes how the modern progression of this

violence is now perpetuated by the highest court of the land (Royster, 2000).

As she exposes the nation’s truth in her writing and her tweets she carefully navigates

the “tightrope of perfection” through invoking Black feminist consciousness and Black rhetorical

tactics. It is dangerous for women, but especially Black women to speak out about the reality of
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their marginalized lives. Ida B Wells was almost murdered, her office was set fire to all for

exposing the nation’s true motives. Much like Wells, Hanna-Jones’ navigates this surveillance

by continuing to write, call out and talk back in a society that so often devalues her existence

(Royster, 2000; Carey, 2018).

Comments for this tweet reaffirmed Hannah-Jones’ position on reproductive rights and

proved that her twitter page is a resource for community, education and empowerment. This

elucidates that Hannah-Jones’ motives are the same as Black rhetoricians who came before her

who aimed to expose inequality and violence in a country that so often renders them voiceless

and invisible (Royster, 2000).

Bailey (2021) would consider Jone’s page to be a site of digital alchemy as the journalist

aims to educate, inform, empower her audience while continuing in the tradition of Black female

rhetoricians before her to first and foremost  lift up her community as an activist (Richardson,

2002).

Conclusion

Hannah-Jones’ navigates policing of her Black body through rhetorical practices of

indirect tweeting and retweeting. Through this practice she exposes, informs, educates and

empowers her followers to engage in the critical readings of US news and history while

engaging in resistive commentary of her own (Carey, 2018). She uses her platform on Twitter as

a form of community building as she employs a unique communication style that echoes the

rhetorical choices of Black female rhetoricians who came before her (Royster, 2000). Although

her account is public she’s in a unique position as a self-defined Black woman engaged with

Black Twitter. She focuses on talkin’ back to political issues but also includes casual tweets

highlighting the irony of social contracts and the intersection of Black pop culture stories (hooks,

1989; Brock, 2012).
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Hannah-Jones’ use of Twitter as a resistive tool is not new but the ways in which she

defends herself and is seemingly unphased by backlash prove that she has revisioned how to

follow in the footsteps of Black female rhetoricians before her. She sets a new precedent for

fellow female journalists as she unapologetically highlights her work, engages in public

discourse and defends herself/work on the most popular public platform for Black people in the

United States. In the future I hope media scholars will pay more attention to the ways in which

Black women and other marginalized groups use social media as a means of community

building and expounding on their work while continuing and upgrading the rhetorical, resistive

tactics of those who came before them.
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